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Abstract. In this paper I propose a clear, efficient, and accurate method for determining if a block of 
contiguous buildings has an overall character. The work is needed because most contemporary design 
reviews presuppose the existence of visual character, but existing design principles are often too vague 
to make the required determination, Clarity is achieved by shifting from vague notions to a definite 
concept for block character: a design feature will be perceived as part of the overall character of that 
block if the frequency of the feature is greater than a critical threshold, An experiment suggested that 
the critical frequency was quite high: over 80%. A case history illustrates how the new concept of 
visual character could greatly increase the efficiency and accuracy of actual planning decisions, 
I Introduction 
In this paper I consider the question "How can we find out if a given geographical 
region has a visual character?'* This question is interesting because (a) most cities in 
the USA and the United Kingdom regulate architectural design by using urban design 
laws or design review, and (b) the urban design principle underlying most of those 
controls is compatibility with existing visual character. 
In the United States, for instance, urban design controls are nearly universal A study 
of 371 cities indicated that over 90% of the larger cities in the United States use design 
review (Lightner, 1993). In the United Kingdom, as Uzzell and Jones (1996, page 8) state, 
"Nearly all development must, by law, be approved by the local authority, where 
legislation requires them to have 'regard to the provisions of the Development Plan, 
so far as material to the application, and to any other material considerations', (1990 
Town and Country Planning Act Section 70). These considerations include access, 
external appearance, layout, surrounding area, physical and environmental impact, 
etc." There are about two million building permits issued in the USA each year (US 
Department of Commerce, 1996) and about 500000 building applications per year in the 
United Kingdom (Hillman, 1990, page 32), so it is clear that a considerable amount of 
effort is being expended on urban design controls. 
Urban design controls utilize numerous criteria but the dominant criterion is compati-
bility with existing neighborhood character. Uzzell and Jones (1996) note that planners 
will generally consider whether a building fits in with the surrounding area, whether 
the design is pleasing to the eye, whether the design is well proportioned, whether local 
materials are used, and whether the design makes the best use of available space. 
Lightner (1993) found that, in the USA, 77% of the planning departments evaluated 
new buildings by using the general criterion of how well the building would fit into its 
context. Other authors who have emphasized the importance of fitting in with existing 
character include Bentley et al (1985), Brolin (1980), Hedman and Jaszewski (1984), and 
Tugnutt and Robertson (1987). 
Because existing character is such an important part of contemporary urban design 
practice, it would be very useful to have an accurate definition of just what constitutes 
a character. There are many possible definitions. Some definitions are simple: there is a 686  A E Stamps III 
neighborhood character if there is a coherent pattern, or if there is a strong rhythm, or 
if there is an area with a distinctive appearance. However, these simple definitions are 
quite vague. Another survey of design review in US cities (Hinshaw, 1995) indicated that 
many contemporary urban design principles are too vague to support decisionmaking. 
The following case history illustrates some of the problems caused by vagueness in 
urban design principles. 
1.1 The case 
The case was a residential project proposed in a city for which the primary planning 
criterion for new construction in residential areas was the protection of existing neigh-
borhood character. The criteria for deciding if a project was compatible with existing 
character were given in a 42-page set of design guidelines which defined the geo-
graphical region over which character was to be evaluated as (a) the houses adjacent 
to the project, and (b) the broader context of the houses on both sides of the street on 
which the project would be located. 
Primary emphasis was placed on the 'block face', or the elevations of the houses on 
the project block. 'Character' was classified as being either clearly defined, complex, or 
undefined. 'Clearly defined' character was defined as follows: "A predominant visual 
character is clear in the strong repetition of forms and building types." Character was 
defined as 'complex' if "building forms are more varied, yet the row still 'works', and 
all the buildings share a strong, unified sense of character". An 'undefined' character 
was defined if "an overriding visual character may not be apparent". 
Different levels of regulation applied to each category of character. If the existing 
character were clearly defined then strong regulation would be imposed, whereas if char-
acter were undefined then more design freedom would be permitted. Figure 1 shows the 
example given in the guidelines of an inappropriate building in a block face of clearly 
defined character. The existing houses are all Victorian, and the proposed house is a large 
flat box with a large garage door. 
Figure 1. Example of a poor fit in the contextual design guidelines. 
Character was evaluated by using a set of urban design guidelines. The guidelines 
covered twelve design features of front facades: setback, side spacing, roof lines, facade 
articulation, ornament, scale, overall building proportions, window proportions, materi-
als, size of doorways, stairways, and garage doors. The language of the guidelines tended 
to be quite vague: "Is there an identifiable pattern to the roof lines of buildings on the 
block face?"; "Have the prevailing proportions along the block face been identified?"; 
"Have the elements which contribute to the feeling of volume and mass along the block 
face been identified?" The guidelines were illustrated with good and bad examples. In 
particular, of the eleven examples of bad facade design, ten showed a large plain box 
with a wide garage door in the middle of smaller, more detailed houses. Of the bad 
examples, 58% showed large flat boxes with wide garage doors in the middle of rows of Defining block character  687 
Victorian houses. Empirical research has indicated that the emphasis against largo 
boxy buildings has a factual basis regardless of whether these buildings were viewed 
by themselves (Stamps, 1993b; Stamps and Miller, 1993) or when viewed in rows of 
Victorian houses (Stamps, 1994), so the emphasis on this particular type of building 
was well founded. On the other hand, if one were interested in parsimony (where 
parsimony means focusing on the fewest, most important aspects rather than on any 
or all aspects regardless of importance or whether the aspects are real or imaginary) 
then one would be tempted to suppose that most of the information contained in the 
42 pages of guidelines could be expressed in the single sentence "Large flat boxy 
buildings are not permitted in this city's existing residential neighborhoods, and 
particularly not in blocks of Victorian houses". 
In 1995 a project was proposed for a large flat boxy building in a row of Victorian 
houses. Line drawings of the block arc shown in figure 2(a). The evaluation by the 
planning staff indicated that the project did not meet many of the guidelines. The 
project was approved anyway. In 1997 construction was to have started but a neighbor 
objected and filed an appeal with the local Board of Appeals, A hearing was held in 
May of 1997. At that meeting, the project was again approved subject to five modifica-
tions: adding a cornice, setting back the top floor 10-15 feet (3-4.5 m), removing 
cornices at the roof, reducing the depth of the bay windows from 3 feet to 18 inches 
(914 mm to 457 mm), and providing planter boxes for trees. A design very similar to 
the revised project is shown in figure 2(b), house number 5. Not satisfied, the neighbor 
took the matter to court. The trial judge upheld the decision by the Board of Appeals 
but the matter was appealed to the Superior Court. In the Superior Court, the city 
argued that the guidelines were not hard and fast rules and that the city could use its 
discretion to decide if something should be considered. The Superior Court judge did 
not accept that idea. He decided that the law was the law and the discretionary power 
of the city did not extend to the ability to ignore the law. The matter was sent back to 
the city for reconsideration. In November 1997 the city's Board of Appeals reversed 
itself and the project was stopped. The neighbor's case required over 500 hours of 
attorney's time. The project sponsor hired two law firms and the city was represented 
by its own lawyers, so the transaction costs were quite high. 
All in all, when faced with the clearest, simplest case possible under the design 
guidelines—determining if a large flat box with a wide garage door fits in well with 
a row of Victorian houses—the existing decisionmaking process produced six different 
(a) 
Figure 2. Block in the case history showing the result produced by the traditional review process. 688  A E Stamps III 
be very useful for urban designers to have different tools to use when performing 
design review about block character. 
1.2 Some different tools 
The literature on design review guidelines (summarized best in Scheer and Preiser, 1994) 
suggests two possible approaches for improving the design review process: political and 
social. In the political approach, attention is focused on administrative discretion and 
how abuses might be minimized. For example, it could be suggested that the problem 
with the case described above was that each institution (sponsor, neighbor, planning 
staff, senior planners, members of the Appeals Board, trial court judge, and appellate 
court judge) used personal discretion to decide if the project were compatible with its 
surroundings. Discussions of the role of discretion in design review are given in 
Blaesser (1994) and Lai (1994). The standard solution to possible misuses of discretion 
is to have open procedures (Davis, 1971; 1972). However, though open meetings may 
prevent poor decisions that result from disingenuous behavior, merely changing meeting 
rules will have no effect when the problem is simply lack of knowledge. Consequently, 
a more fundamental type of solution is required. 
Social explanations focus on differences in taste between different demographic 
groups, and especially between people with or without design expertise. However, a 
recent review of the literature on demographic factors in environmental preferences, 
covering 109 papers, over 19000 people from 21 countries, and over 3000 scenes, 
revealed that the presumed demographic effects were very small, except for differences 
between children and adults, special interest groups and other people, and designers 
and other people for high style, avant garde architecture (Stamps, in press). Preferences 
between the general population and people with design experience have been very 
highly correlated for the ordinary architecture typically subjected to design review. 
Consequently, the social explanation for the difficulties found in the above case is 
unlikely to be relevant to the issue of how to implement urban design guidelines 
efficiently. Again, a more fundamental type of solution is required. 
A third type of explanation on how to improve design review is logical. Here the 
idea is that the problem inheres neither in the political process nor in social affiliation, 
but rather in the vagueness of the ideas used to conceive and understand the issue. The 
new tools will be mental tools in general, and the mental tools needed to switch from 
vague notions to definite concepts in particular. 
1.2.1 Vagueness 
There is a substantial amount of literature on vagueness. For reviews of the literature, 
see Keefe and Smith (1996) or Williamson (1994). A vague idea of vagueness is when 
you just cannot tell what someone is talking about. Less vague ideas of vagueness 
require a more precise way of thinking. One such way was proposed by Gottlob Frege 
in 1884: use of concepts. In Frege's theory (Frege, 1884), a concept is a unit of thought 
such that one can determine if anything does or does not belong to it. Subsequent work 
by Bertrand Russell and Lord Alfred North Whitehead (1910) and others developed 
Frege's definition of concept into the relationship of set membership: a concept is a set 
such that membership can be determined by the presence or absence of properties. 
Thus, a design principle stating that 'character consists of patterns in a neighborhood' 
does not contain a list of properties that would enable one to determine if any par-
ticular neighborhood did or did not have a character, and so that principle would not 
be a concept. (It could, however, be a notion, if one defines 'notion' as a thought such 
that it may or may not be possible to determine if anything belongs to it.) What 
appears to be needed, therefore, is a (Fregian) concept of visual character. Defining block character  689 
One situation in which it can be difficult to define concepts is if the boundary between 
two things is gradual rather than discrete. This problem dates back to Eubulildes of 
Militus, who lived in the 3rd century BG He was concerned with problems such as 
identifying a heap of sand. Clearly, one grain of sand does not make a heap. Addition 
of another grain docs not make a heap, either. In fact, no matter how many grains of 
sand there arc, addition of another single grain still does not suddenly change the 
impression of the grains from a nonhcap into a heap. Under this logic, therefore, no 
amount of sand will make a heap, so there are no heaps. A trip to any beach will show 
quite clearly that there is something wrong with this reasoning. One solution is to 
suppose that the information required to identify the heap is not contained in the single 
step of adding a grain of sand. The distinction between heap and nonhcap is gradual, 
not discrete. What is needed is a way to map a gradual transition to a sharp boundary. 
That sharp boundary would then be the criterion for set membership that is needed to 
create a concept. 
Figure 3 shows an architectural example of this point. Two of the blocks are com-
posed of identical houses. In block 3(a) all the houses arc two-story Victorian, and in 
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Figure 3. Blocks that have or may not have a character. 690  A E Stamps III 
block 3(d) all the houses are three-story Victorian. The characters of these blocks are 
obviously two-story and three-story Victorian, respectively. However, blocks 3(b) and 
3(c) contain houses with differing features. The character of block 3(b) is clearly mixed. 
But what about block 3(c)? Are there enough large Victorian houses to generate the 
impression that the block character is three-story Victorian? Clearly the percentage of 
houses required to generate an impression of character is between 50% and 100%, but 
where? Are more three-story Victorian houses necessary? Would fewer do? Is there a 
critical frequency such that, if more than that percentage of houses share a common 
design feature, the impression will be created that that feature is part of the overall 
character? 
If there is such a frequency, then there will be a definite concept that corresponds 
to the vague notion of 'block character': A feature is part of the character of a block if 
the frequency of that feature in the block is higher than the critical frequency. One 
direct way to find out if there is such a boundary is to run an experiment by showing 
people blocks of differing frequencies of design features and asking if the block has a 
character. 
1.2.2 Defining a design feature 
We are, however, not quite ready to perform the required experiment because the 
definite concept of a critical frequency of a design feature presupposes that there is a 
set of design features. Moreover, the concept of a critical frequency presupposes that 
each design feature is itself specified in a definite format. One such format can be 
derived from the philosophical system of Immanuel Kant (1787; 1790). As Kant (1790) 
noted, aesthetics involves judgments of taste based on feelings of pleasure or displea-
sure. Thus aesthetic judgments necessarily involve feelings. Feelings, Kant goes on to 
say, are a purely subjective element in a representation. Feelings have type (pleasure, 
interestingness, power), intensity, and duration. Pleasure, happiness, and interest inhere 
in the person, not the object. Feelings do not describe what is being judged. Thus 
anthropomorphic statements such as "A building should respect its context", or "A 
building should not call attention to itself", or "A building should have design excel-
lence" say nothing about the properties of the building that create the impressions of 
respect, or not calling attention, or being excellent, and such statements can safely be 
ignored when creating or implementing design principles. 
If feelings do not describe the physical environment, how is the physical environment 
to be described? Kant's answer was to use cognitive processes. The following example 
demonstrates his thinking. Suppose we are looking at a display of random colored dots. 
Then, if our perceptual abilities were limited to recognizing squares, we would see only 
the squares in the random pattern. Conversely, if our perceptual abilities were limited 
to recognizing circles, we would see only circles. Now, if everyone's perceptual abilities 
were equally limited, then we would all see squares (or circles) all the time, and the net 
impression of complete intersubject consensus would be identical to the impression 
that the squares (circles) were actually part of the external pattern. In more modern terms, 
we project the structure of our cognition onto the external world, or in Kant's terms: the 
order in the appearances, that we entitle nature, we ourselves introduce. The apparent 
structures that we perceive are 'synthetic unities of apperception in the manifold of 
intuition', where the units (forms, structures) we perceive are synthesized by cognition 
(apperception) of sensory inputs (the manifold of intuition). 
Kant applied this line of reasoning to our perception of the physical world and came 
to the conclusion that the inherent processes we all always use to organize perception are 
the mathematics of three-dimensional Euclidean space and time. Consequently, we can 
use Euclidean mathematics to describe stimulus properties. Specification of physical Defining block character  691 
features becomes more challenging when we try to account for the fact that we tend to 
recognize more elaborate organizations of material in space. We do not recognize 
random materials in the environment, but rather detailing, massing, forms, patterns, 
character, and so on. The Kantian solution to this problem is, again, to think in terms 
of synthetic unity of apperception in the manifold of intuition. The key aspect of this 
term is that unity in perceptions (impressions of shapes, patterns, character) is accom-
plished by rules for synthesizing those perceptions. Know the rules, and you will be 
able to know what units will appear to be present in an environment. For instance, the 
proposed rule for synthesizing the impression of visual character is to obtain a list of 
design features, define a geographical region, count the frequencies of the features in 
that region, and apply a frequency threshold to determine whether or not the region is 
contained in the set of things that have a visual character. 
So, rather than trying to describe visual character in terms of feelings ("there is a 
strong character when all the buildings look good together"), we should try to find 
definite spatial relations that cause us to synthesize the impression of visual character. To 
do this we will need a list of design features for architectural facades and preferably a list 
of features that have been shown to have an effect on people's perception or preference. 
1.2.3 Design features for facades 
There is a substantial literature on architectural facades. Reviews of this literature have 
been published elsewhere (Groat, 1989; Krampen, 1979), so this section will focus only 
on the work most closely related to the present experiment. In particular, the literature 
contains a scries of studies that investigated how well three physically independent 
factors of building facades (silhouette, surface markings, and projections or recesses 
normal to the plane of the facade) predict impressions of the traditional design notions of 
shape complexity, richness of detail, and massing. The three factors of silhouette, surface, 
and normals to that surface are defined, as Kant suggested, in the mathematics of three-
dimensional Euclidean space. The notions of complexity, amount of detail, and massing 
were defined in terms of subjective impressions. The series of experiments was conducted 
by the author to try to identify what, if any, physical design features corresponded to 
subjective notions of complexity, amount of detail, massing, and preference. For interstcd 
readers, brief summaries of these experiments arc given in appendix A. 
In general, complexity was strongly related to the number of turns in a facade 
silhouette and the percentage of the facade covered by ornament and detail (multiple 
correlation coefficient R = 0.69). Symmetry had a smaller but detectable effect. Sub-
jective impressions of amount of detail could be predicted quite well by measuring 
the percentage of the facade covered by detail, ornament, or materials (R = 0.88). 
Subjective impressions of massing were most strongly related to the visual area of the 
building, and less strongly related to the percentage of the facade covered by windows 
(R = 0.89). Facade articulation, expressed as the geometric property of convex defi-
ciency, was not significantly related to impressions of massing. Upon replication, the 
variables of number of silhouette turns and the pixel-count measure of visual richness 
correlated R = 0.90 with preferences. In another replication, the variables of silhouette 
turns, pixel counts, and convex deficiency correlated R = 0.88 with preferences. The net 
result of this series of experiments is that preferences for architectural facades are likely 
to be related to the percentage of the facade covered by small elements, the number of 
turns in the silhouette, whether the silhouette is symmetric or asymmetric, the visible 
area of the facade, the percentage of the facade that is fenestration, and possibly the 
facade articulation, measured as convex deficiency. 692  A E Stamps III 
1.3 Validity of experimental protocols 
The experiments described above use similar protocols: create visual simulations of 
environments and ask for subjective responses. The validity of the experimental find-
ings therefore depends on the validity of the protocols. For instance, some readers may 
be concerned about the use of simulations instead of actual environments, and others 
might be concerned over the choice or number of respondents, or the statistical method 
for scaling subjective responses. Accordingly, a short review of the evidence on the 
validity of experimental protocols for evaluating preferences for environments may be 
in order. Readers who are not interested in this level of detail may wish to skip to the 
next section. 
In general, the available empirical evidence, currently covering over 29 000 respon-
dents and over 5000 scenes, suggests that the proposed protocols are both valid and 
reliable. There might be concern over the use of simulations but a literature review of 
4200 respondents and 1215 scenes revealed that the correlation between ratings obtained 
on-site and ratings obtained from color slides or photographs was 0.83 (Stamps, 1993a). 
Moreover, meta-analysis of the simulation literature indicated that, by 1979, the col-
lective correlation between preferences obtained on-site and preferences obtained from 
slides or colored photographs was r = 0.83, the 0.05 ci was (0.76, 0.90), where ci is a 
statistical term referring to the confidence interval, and that a study with more than 
2000 scenes would be needed to impeach the claim that static color simulations are 
acceptable substitutes for on-site preference evaluations (Stamps, 1997a). In other 
words, the issue of the validity of static color simulations, rather than being a dubious 
assumption or an open question, had already been asked and answered almost twenty 
years ago in the scientific literature. The ripe questions on simulations in environmental 
aesthetics for the past two decades have been concerned with the efficacy and efficiency 
of specific simulation protocols. In particular, because the present study required simu-
lations of rows of houses, it was necessary to create and test protocols for simulating 
rows of houses. In one such study, preferences for slides of block faces, photographed in 
two-point perspective, were compared with elevation montages, in which elevation 
photographs of individual houses were literally pasted up to form an elevation of 
the whole block. The two sets of preferences correlated at r = 0.93 (Stamps, 1993b). 
In the second validation study, the focus was on the validity of CAD simulations 
(Stamps, 1997c). In this study, photographs and line drawings were made of existing 
houses. CAD models were then created from the line drawings. The CAD models were 
rendered to match the lighting conditions in the photographs and then the rendered 
houses were inserted into the photographs. Respondents rated two sets of slides: slides 
of the original houses, and slides of the photographs retouched with the CAD models. 
Preferences over the two sets of slides correlated at r = 0.78. Based on these findings, 
it seems reasonable to accept the idea that preferences obtained from elevation mon-
tages of CAD simulations predict, very well, preferences obtained from perspective 
views of block faces and preferences obtained on-site. 
Another possible concern was the use of semantic differential scales but a literature 
review covering 959 respondents and 1134 scenes revealed that many methods of 
scaling, including semantic differential scaling, ranking, #-sorts, and placing on a table, 
generated results that correlated at r = 0.99 (Stamps, 1997a). A third source of con-
cern is that there might be substantial demographic differences in environmental 
preferences but the review of relevant studies cited above (19 000 people, over 3000 
scenes) revealed a very high degree of consensus overall (r = 0.82), and a high degree 
of consensus between designers and nondesigners for natural scenes or ordinary 
buildings (r = 0.89). The widely assumed difference in preference between designers 
and nondesigners was found only for high style, avant garde architecture (r = -0.46) Defining block character  (m 
(Stamps, 1999c). There might be concern over the temporal stability of preferences but a 
longitudinal study of public preferences, covering 5543 respondents and 30 scenes of 
controversial and ordinary buildings, indicated strong stability of preferences over a 
span of 23 years (Stamps, 1997b). There might be concern that the scientific protocol is 
too difficult to use for real planning decisions but it has already been used to evaluate 
many planning issues, including the effects of trees, cars, and wires on streetscapes, 
visual effects of adding a third story to houses, a residential urban design code 
mandating additions of bay windows to houses, lay design review, professional design 
review, an architectural competition, and an urban design plan mandating matching the 
scale and character of adjacent houses. References for these studies are available in 
previously published literature reviews (Stamps, 1996). Finally, for readers who might 
lake exception to any of these conclusions, the literature also now contains a parsimon-
ious protocol for reconciling scientific disputes. Basically, the idea is to use statistics to 
combine all the data generated in support of a hypothesis with all the data used to 
impeach the hypothesis. This protocol permits simple clean resolution of differing 
opinions. The mechanics for performing this type of scientific dispute resolution are 
given in Stamps (1997d). To summarize this section: the empirical evidence suggests that 
the scientific protocol for measuring visual impacts works very well and is directly 
relevant to evaluating the visual effects of various urban design issues. 
1.4 Summary of literature findings 
Figure 4 (sec over) summarizes the major points used to study preferences for facades. 
The overall intent is to be able to predict people's responses to environments on-site in 
real situations. To do so, we create simulations. Preferences for static color photographs 
correlate highly (r = 0.83) with preferences obtained on-site, so we can substitute 
simulations for reality. We impose some order on those photographic images by creating 
computer models of buildings. More specific orders are imposed through the creation of 
various diagrams. In particular, diagrams can be used to distinguish visually features of 
detail, silhouette, and massing. These diagrams can be translated into definite mathe-
matical concepts of three-dimensional Euclidean space. Because the correspondences 
between these definite mathematical concepts and traditional but vague verbal concepts 
are so high (0.69 < r < 0.89) we can use the definite concepts instead of vague notions 
to describe features of the physical environment. As all the ways of measuring prefer-
ences generate the same results (r = 0.99), we can extend the scaling to actual feelings. 
All in all, we are able to find out how people's feelings will be affected by changes in 
physical design features, where the features are represented in a parsimonious set of 
descriptions based on relationships in three-dimensional Euclidean space. 
1.5 Calling the question 
As we have seen, the concept of frequency within a fixed geographic region is a 
plausible concept for the appearance of visual character but the experimental evidence 
is not yet in the literature. Accordingly, this paper focuses on design situations where 
the existence of an overall character is unknown, and yet where regulators are required 
to implement the contextual urban design principle of making new construction 
compatible with existing character. In the issue addressed here, it is assumed that the 
geographical region is fixed (such as a row of contiguous houses) and the question is 
how to find out if that region has a 'character'. The specific question addressed by this 
paper is: How many deviations would be tolerable before the impression of an overall 
character breaks down? Is there a critical frequency (/crit) that must be achieved before 
there will be an impression of overall character? 694  A E Stamps III 
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Figure 4. Summary of most relevant points in the literature review. 
2 Method 
2.1 Stimuli 
The stimuli consisted of 24 blocks. Each block contained nine houses. There were three 
sets of blocks. Each set of blocks used different factors. The factors were chosen so that 
it would be easy for respondents to make classifications. The factors were style, 
number of stories, and roof line. The first set of blocks showed four frequencies of 
two different styles of houses. The styles were Craftsman (McAlester and McAlester, 
1995, page 452) and Spanish (page 416). One block showed with Spanish houses and 
one Craftsman house. The frequency of the Spanish houses on that block was 88%. The 
next block showed seven Spanish houses and two Craftsman houses. The frequency of 
Spanish houses on that block was 77%. Two other blocks showed partitions of six and 
three, and five and four (66% and 55% Spanish). Four other blocks reversed the 
partition and thus showed Craftsman houses at frequencies of 55%), 66%, 71%, and 
88%o. Thus the blocks in the first set illustrated four levels of frequencies for two design Defining block chanu'tcr  (MS 
features: 88%, 77%, 66%, and 55% for Spanish and Craftsman styles. The second set of 
blocks showed four frequencies of houses with two and three stories. In this set, each 
house was designed in the Ilalianate Style (MeAlester and McAIester, 1995, page 210). 
The frequencies of the two-story and three-story houses again ranged from 88% to 
55%. The third set showed blocks in which some houses had hip roofs and some had 
flat roofs. In this set, each house was designed in the Adam Style (page 152). Individual 
houses of each type are shown in figure 5. Typical blocks are shown in figure 6 (see 





Figure 5. Basic house types in the experiment. 
2.2 Task 
The respondents viewed a slide of each block. In the first set, respondents were asked if 
the overall character of the block appeared to be Craftsman, Spanish, or mixed. In the 
second set, respondents were asked if the overall character of the block appeared to be 
two story, three story, or mixed. In the third set, respondents were asked if the overall 
character of the block appeared to be hip roofs, flat roofs, or mixed. 
2.3 Respondents 
Seventy-five respondents were recruited at random by a professional survey research 
firm. Thirty-seven of the respondents were male, and 38 were female. Six respondents 
had ages in the range of 20-30, 25 were in their forties, 18 were in their fifties, 8 were 
in their sixties, and 18 were in their seventies. Twenty six were politically liberal, 34 
were politically moderate, and 15 were politically conservative. Owing to a coding error 
in one set of response forms, some of the responses for the story variable were not 696  A E Stamps III 
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Figure 6. Examples of blocks in the experiment. 
usable. Consequently, there were 75 respondents for the style and roof variables, but 
only 57 respondents for the story variable. 
2.4 Analysis 
A raw datum for this experiment was the percentage of respondents who decided that 
a block had the character of a design feature, for each of four frequencies (55%, 66%, 
77%, and 88%), and for each of six design features (Craftsman, Spanish, two story, 
three story, hip roof, and flat roof). Thus the criterion for deciding if there were an 
overall block character was if more than 50% of the respondents said that the block 
had the character of that component. The statistical criterion was whether a proportion 
was greater than 0.50 (Cohen, 1988, page 147). Because four tests were conducted simul-
taneously, individual a levels were set at 0.01 so that the overall a level would be less 
than 0.05. The number of respondents was calculated by using power analysis for one 
test a = 0.05, f$ = 0.80, and a medium effect size (g = 0.15). The required number of 
respondents was 67 (Cohen, 1988, page 167). For a discussion on the statistical terms a, 
/?, and g, see appendix B. Defining block character  697 
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Figure 7. Diagram of blocks for differences in the number of stones. 
3 Results 
Table 1 (see over) lists the data. Responses were coded as a hit if the respondent 
reported that the overall character of the block was the design feature that appeared 
in the majority of the buildings. Thus, if 77% of the buildings were Craftsman, a 
response of 'Craftsman' would be coded as a hit. Some responses were that the overall 
character of the block was the design feature that appeared in the minority of the 
buildings. An example would be a response that the character of the block was Crafts-
man even though only one of the nine houses were of that style. These responses were 
coded as misses. If a respondent did not think a block had an overall character, the 
response was 'mixed'. The data were analyzed by calculating the proportions of hits at 
each level of frequency of design features. The statistical confidence intervals were 
calculated following Wonnacott and Wonnacott (1969, page 158). 
3.1 A priori results 
The results for the main question are listed in table 2 (see page 700). Figure 10 (see 
page 700) graphs the results for all the stimuli. It can be seen that a design feature 698  A E Stamps III 
Style  Frequency  Diagram 
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Craftsman  55% 
Craftsman  66% 
Craftsman  77% 
Craftsman  88% 
Figure 8. Diagram of blocks for differences in style. 
Table 1. Experimental data. 
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Figure 9. Diagram of blocks for differences in roofs. 
would have to be present in 88% of the buildings before more than half of the 
respondents would describe the overall character of the block as having that feature. 
3.2 A posteriori results 
In addition to the results for the main question it was also possible to tabulate the data 
separately for each design variable. However, as the experiment was not designed to 
make sixteen simultaneous tests, confidence intervals are not reported for these tabula-
tions. In general, the results for each variable are the same as for the overall result: 
only if the frequency of a design feature is 88% will over half the respondents report 
that the overall character of the block is that feature. These results are listed in table 3 
(see over) and graphed in figure 11 (page 701). 
Thus the value for/crit was quite high: 88% of the buildings on a block would have 
to have a design feature before more than half the respondents thought the block had an 
overall character. If the frequency was lower, the impression of overall character broke 
down. Thus, at a frequency of 77%, only 41% of the respondents had the impression of a 
block character. 700  A E Stamps III 
Table 2. Results for all stimuli. 
Objective 
frequency of design 
feature (%) 
Subjective 
percentage of overall 
character is feature 
0.01 ci 

















Note: The existence of block character is measured in two ways: an objective way and a 
subjective way. The objective way is the frequency of design features (column 1). The subjective 
way is the proportion of people who assign that feature to the block character (column 2). Thus, 
if a feature were present in only 55% of the houses on a block, only 8.0% of the respondents 
thought the block character had that feature. Sampling theory allows us to extend our findings 
from the respondents in the study to a general population. This extension is done by calculating 
a confidence interval. The bounds of the confidence interval are shown in columns 3 and 4. 
Thus we can be confident that between 4.5% and 11.6%. of people would assign a feature to a 
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Figure 10. Graph of results for all design features. 
Table 3. Results for each design feature. 
Design feature  Frequency of design 
feature (%) 
Percentage of respondents attributing 






























55 66 77 88 
Frequency of design feature (%) 
Figure II. Graph of results for each design feature. 
4 Application 
Wc now return to our case history to show how the current findings can produce a 
better design review process. The inputs to the (new) process arc: (a) a specification of 
the geographical region over which the 'character* is to be defined; (b) a list of design 
features that have been scientifically shown to affect people's responses; and (c) a value 
for the critical frequency at which the impression of character will appear. In this appli-
cation the geographical region is a block face of ten contiguous houses. The list of 
empirically tested design features is based on the classification of facade design 
features into: surface complexity (measured by the percentage of the facade covered 
by ornament, trim, or detail), silhouette complexity (measured by the number of turns 
and the presence or absence of symmetry), and mass or bulk [measured by the area 
visible from across the street, the percentage of the facade covered by windows, and the 
amount of convex deficiency (facade articulation)]. A photograph of each existing house 
is taken from the same distance, and computer models are created. Measurements of 
the design features for each house are then made. The results are listed in table 4. 
Table 4. Design features for houses in the case study. 
House Percentage Number Symmetry Visible Percentage Convex 
of facade of turns in in silhouette area, of facade deficiency, 
as detail or silhouette mm
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The threshold for the critical frequency below which a design feature would not 
qualify as part of the overall character was set at 80%. The experimental threshold was 
rounded down rather than up to create a more conservative design regulation. Based 
on table 4 and the 80% rule, the critieria for deciding whether a project was compatible 
with the existing block character could be calculated. For continuous variables on ten 
buildings, the 80%> criterion means the range of existing values once the largest and 
smallest values are deleted. For discontinuous variables, the 80% criterion means that 
only features found in eight or more buildings constitute part of the overall character. 
Application of these 80% thresholds to the design features listed in table 4 generates 
the following clear-cut, scientifically based design guidelines for this block. 
(1) The percentage of the facade covered by ornament, trim, or detail must be between 
14% and 27%. 
(2) The number of turns in the silhouette must be between 9 and 14. 
(3) The silhouette must be asymmetric. 
(4) The area visible from across the street must be smaller than the area of a rectangle, 




Figure 12. Block in the case history showing the results produced by traditional (row b) and 
scientific review processes (rows c and d). Helming block character  703 
(5) The percentage of the facade covered by windows must be between 10 and 17%. 
(6) The convex deficiency of the building must be between 1012 and 3811 cubic feet 
(28.6 108 nv
1). 
Note that all these criteria are (a) clear-cut, (b) based only on physical design 
features, (e) can be checked in a small amount of staff time, and (d) arc not open to 
repeated, conflicting determinations. Obviously, this new process is much more effi-
cient than the traditional review method. But does it work? Will it support the design 
of houses that actually do fit into existing visual contexts? Please see figure 12. Recall 
that row (a) shows the original block and row (b) shows the block with the product of 
the actual review process inserted. In row (c), a proposed house is shown that meets the 
six criteria listed above. We leave it to the reader's judgment as to whether this design 
fits in better than the design shown in row (b). In row (d) of the same figure, another 
version is shown that, in addition to the empirically tested guidelines, also includes 
some nontested guidelines, including adding front steps and matching the number of 
stories while retaining the same visual area. Again, we leave it to the reader's judg-
ment: Does version (d), which was done with additional guidelines, fit in better than 
does version (c), which was done without these additional guidelines? Do these addi-
tional guidelines appear to be necessary? 
5 Discussion 
There arc five main points in this paper. I shall discuss them in increasing order of 
abstractness. 
(1) For the blocks in the present experiment, the impression of a visual character did 
not exist unless the frequency of features was very high (88%). Future research on other 
features or on other combinations of features may lower this critical frequency some-
what. In the case history, for instance, the critical frequency was rounded down to 80% 
and the versions of the new house which were designed to the 80%> standard appear to fit 
in very well. Nonetheless, the current data suggest that the existence of block character 
is likely to be a very fragile impression. This finding has two obvious implications for 
practice. If regulations presuppose the existence of block character, then field surveys 
should be used to verify its existence in order to maintain the physical jurisdiction of the 
regulation. A second obvious application is preservation of historical districts. Here the 
implication is that a very few intrusions may be sufficient to dissolve the impression of 
character. In such cases, stronger regulations may be justified. 
(2) There are now some empirical findings regarding what features of facades influence 
perceptions and preferences. Preference was most strongly related to the amount of 
detail in a facade. The complexity of the facade silhouette was also linked to preference. 
The complexity was strongly related to the number of turns and symmetry of the 
silhouette. The impression of massing was related to the visual area of the building. 
To a lesser extent, the impression of massing was linked to the number of windows but 
not to the articulation of the facade. Facade articulation was not related to preference 
either. As was indicated in the case history, simple clear contextual design principles 
could be created from these empirical findings and the use of an 80% threshold for 
defining the existence of a visual character of a block. There are undoubtedly other 
design features that will be important in different situations and further research will be 
needed to identify those features. 
(3) Valid formal guidelines can greatly improve the design review process. In the case 
history, for example, the traditional design review method produced months of contra-
dictory findings, expensive delays, and a very poor design, where application of six 
simple guidelines would have generated a much better project with only a few hours of 
regulatory effort. From the point of view of quality control, there is no contest: the 704  A E Stamps III 
formal procedure would be both more efficient and more effective than the informal 
procedure. In order to obtain these benefits, however, it will be necessary to make two 
changes to existing practice. First, the principles must be tested before being imple-
mented. Regulatory institutions will have to open access to the empirical literature or 
start an in-house research and development program. Second, use of individual discre-
tion must be subordinated to application of validated principles. Flexibility is obtained 
by testing new principles and applying those that work, rather than by suspending 
principles on a case-by-case basis. The substitution of principles for discretion may or 
may not be easy, depending on the world view of the members of a regulatory institu-
tion and the extent to which the institution values the benefits of efficient and accurate 
results. 
(4) It is very useful to switch from vague notions to definite concepts when describing 
the environment. Attempting to define visual character by phrases such as "A pre-
dominant visual character is clear in the strong repetition of forms and building types" 
is useless unless the terms 'predominant', 'clear', 'strong', and 'forms' are expressed as 
concepts, where a concept is a list of predicates sufficient to determine if an instance 
belongs to that concept. The case history showed the results that can be expected from 
the use of vague notions in urban design: conflicting interpretations, delays, and counter-
productive results. Analysis of urban design principles used in other jurisdictions 
indicated that vagueness is not just a feature of the particular code reported in this 
article but is in fact common in current regulatory practice. Accordingly, the conver-
sion from vague notions to definite concepts will require some substantial changes in 
contemporary urban design thinking. The work of Frege and of Russell is particularly 
relevant to this point, and their books provide an excellent starting point for people 
who are interested in understanding or creating effective urban design principles. 
(5) It is also very productive to use Kant's aesthetic theory as a framework for 
understanding design review, contextual urban design principles, and other aspects of 
environmental aesthetics. For instance, the idea that feelings do not describe environ-
ments will enable urban designers and regulators to identify principles that can be safely 
ignored. ("Buildings should look good in their contexts", "Buildings should not call 
attention to themselves", "Buildings should have design excellence".) Conversely, the idea 
that the physical environment does need to be described in terms of spatial relations will 
enable urban designers to think in clear terms and, consequently, create clear guidelines. 
The idea of the synthetic unity of apperception can be used to create definite concepts for 
traditionally vague design notions such as wholes and parts, detail, complexity, major 
building element, and visual character. There are probably many other synthetic unities of 
apperception upon which valid urban design principles can be based, so more work along 
these lines is likely to be very useful in understanding and applying principles in issues of 
environmental aesthetics. 
6 Summary 
I have suggested here that it is highly useful to define 'block character' in the definite 
terms of a physical design feature, a geographical range, and the frequency of that design 
feature in the specified range. If that frequency is greater than 88%, people will have an 
impression of character; if the frequency is much lower, the character will not be defined. 
Application of this definition of block character to a case history suggests that a design 
review process based on the proposed formal rule would be much more efficient and 
accurate than the traditional design review process actually used. The current findings 
have direct applications to the issues of determining the extent to which intrusions into 
areas with existing character can be tolerated, for developing deeper understanding of 
environmental aesthetics, and for suggesting opportunities for future work. Defining block character  705 
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APPENDIX A 
Design features for facades 
The scientific literature now contains a series of studies that investigated how well 
vague, subjective impressions of traditional design notions could be predicted by 
definite concepts expressed solely as spatial relations. Because those studies are already 
in the literature, description of their contents in this paper is somewhat redundant. The 
material is included here for the convenience of readers who may not have ready access 
to the original work. Readers interested in more detail may write to the author for 
reprints of the original articles. 
Silhouette 
The first study (Stamps, 1998b) investigated the vague idea of shape complexity. 
Possible components of shape complexity were obtained from the psychological litera-
ture. Likely variables were the number of turns, symmetry, variation in the lengths of 
segments, and variations in the size of angles. Facades were created in which these four 
variables were crossed and people were asked to compare all pairs of stimuli on the 
criterion of which appeared to be more complex. The results suggested that the number 
of turns was by far the most important variable in the judgments of shape complexity. 
Symmetry also was a factor but its effect was much smaller than the effect of number of 
turns. Regression analysis indicated that the multiple correlation between the vague idea 
of shape complexity and the definite measurements of number of turns and symmetry 
was R = 0.69. 
Detail 
A second study (Stamps, 1999a) investigated the factor of surface markings. Traditional 
design notions that describe surface markings are Visual richness' and 'amount of 
detailing'. The vagueness in these ideas comes from the fact that detail is defined as 
something that is small, but the term 'small' is indeterminate. A Kantian solution to 
the specification of smallness would involve postulating some sort of mathematical 
threshold below which one visual element would appear to be small relative to another Defining block character  707 
visual element. Such a system was proposed by van dor Laan (1983). The theory itself" is 
complex, but for readers who might not have aeeess to the original material the most 
relevant points are shown in figure Al. 
Van tier Laan suggested that we tend to perceive objects in discrete sizes, not as a 
continuous range of* sizes. The analogy is with musical notes: if two frequencies are too 
close together, they tend to be recognized as one note, not two. A linear ratio of about 
1.32 generates shapes that are perceptibly different. Moreover, if the ratio of two 
lengths is more than 7, the smaller size no longer appears to be part of the larger. In 
figure Al(a), a square is divided into parts that are between 1 and 1/7 the length of the 
side of* the square. The perceptual efTect appears to be parts whole. When the ratio is 
much smaller than 1/7. the parts whole relationship is replaced by a texture whole 
relation [figure Al(b)j. This series is geometric, so the parts whole efTect repeats every 
seven steps. Again, on the analogy with music, the distinct sizes correspond to distinct 
notes and the repetition of the scale every seventh size is a septave, which corresponds 
to the musical idea of an octave. 
The idea of septaves can be used to distinguish among visual hierarchies. On this 
basis, elements with lengths in the range of 7° to 7 ' of the facade length would be 
perceived as parts of the facade; elements with lengths in the range of 7 ' to 7 '• would 
be perceived as ornament; and elements in the range of 7
 ; to 7 ' would be perceived as 
texture. In figure A 1(c) the door and windows have sizes in the first septave relative to 
the whole facade. The linear measurements of the doors and windows is between 1 and 
1/7 of the whole. In figure A 1(d) the windows have been reduced to the second septave 
(1/49 of the whole). Mere the visual connection between the windows and the facade is 
very weak. There is too much difference in the sizes. One correction is to add elements 
in the missing septave, as shown in figure A 1(e). Now the whole is visually related to the 
windows (first septave) and the windows arc related to the small squares (again, a ratio 
of 1/7) and the unity is restored. Another strategy is to fill the whole with elements in 
the second septave, which produces the relationship of whole and texture [figure A 1(f)]. 
(a)  (b) 
On u" 
DDD 
• n • 
(c) 
(e) (f) 
Figure Al. Van der Laan septaves in an architectural facade. 708  A E Stamps III 
The concept of the septaves is useful in describing surface complexity because it 
permits definite distinctions among the vague design notions of wholes, parts, orna-
ment, and texture. Measurements are based on the linear length of the whole. Parts of 
the whole will have measurements in the range of 1 down to 1/7 of the whole. 
Ornament will have measurements between 1/7 and 1/49 of the whole, and textures 
will have elements with lengths less than 1/49 of the whole. This system leads to a very 
large increase in the clarity of the terms used to describe visual surfaces. 
For the experiment itself, three factors were chosen for investigation: ornament, 
door and window trim, and texture. Ornament and trim had elements with sizes in the 
range of 1/7 to 1/49 of the length of the facade, and texture had elements with sizes in 
the range of 1/49 to 1/343 of the facade. People again compared all pairs of stimuli but 
this time the criterion was to choose which stimulus appeared to be more detailed. A 
very simple objective measure of architectural detail was calculated as the percentage 
of the facade covered by the trim, ornament, or materials. This measurement was 
easily obtained because the design features were created in a computer, so simple pixel 
counts of each design feature measured the area covered by each factor. The result was 
that the correlation between the vague idea of amount of architectural detail and the 
simple objective measure of how much facade area was covered by trim, ornament, or 
materials was r = 0.88. 
Massing 
Traditional design concepts about features of surface normals are massing, bulk, facade 
articulation, volume, and additive or subtractive spaces of major design elements. These 
notions are all quite vague. A multidimensional analysis of 36 buildings on the criterion 
of relative massiveness suggested that there might be many design features that influ-
ence people's impressions of mass (Stamps III, 1998a). The most likely design features 
were the visual area of a building, whether a facade was divided into horizontal or 
vertical parts, the number of openings, and whether or not the volume was broken up. In 
definite terms, the factor of visual area was measured as the visual area subtended from 
a given viewing distance. Three distances were used: 60 feet (18.2 m), 70 feet (21.3 m), 
and 80 feet (24.3 m). The factor of partition had levels of none, horizontal belt courses, 
and vertical pilasters. The factor of fenestration had levels of none, three, and eight 
windows. 
The vague design notions of 'additive and subtractive volumes' or 'facade articula-
tion' have a definite geometrical expression as the concept of convex deficiency. A 
shape is convex if, for any two points on its boundary, the line connecting those points 
lies entirely within the shape. If the line goes outside the shape, then the shape is 
concave (O'Rourke, 1993, pages 71-72). Figures A2(a) and A2(b) show convex and 
concave shapes. It is apparent that any shape with a projection or divot is concave, 
so discussions about architectural massing are, geometrically, discussions about geo-
metric concavity. Concave shapes can be enclosed in convex shapes by connecting all 
the extreme points of the concave shape. For example, if you place a rubber band 
around a star, the rubber would stick on the ends of the star but bridge the dents along 
a straight line [figure A2(c)]. The shape taken by the rubber band is the convex hull of 
the shape. The degree of concavity (the convex deficiency) can then be defined as the 
difference in area between the convex hull and the area of the shape itself [the shaded 
portions of the figure A2(d)]. Clearly, the larger the projections, notches, or divots, the 
larger the convex deficiency. 
The same definition of convex and concave applies to three-dimensional forms, so 
beach balls and shoe boxes are convex, whereas kidneys and crosses are concave. For 
buildings, the shape is three dimensional, and the convex deficiency is measured as the Defining block character  709 
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Fipre A2. Convex shapes, concave shapes, and convex deficiency. 
difference in volume between the convex hull of the building and the building itself. 
Figures A2(c) and A2(f) show a simple building and its convex hull. In theory the 
calculations of the volumes of buildings and their convex hulls could be done by hand, 
but in practice it is easier and more accurate to use computational geometry. In the present 
work, the buildings were created as three-dimensional CAD models and then those CAD 
files were imported into a computer program that calculates the required volumes. The 
computer code for the volumes and convex hull arc given in O'Rourkc (1993). 
In the experiment, the factor of facade articulation had levels of none, two bay 
windows (9.2 m
3 of convex deficiency), and a large central notch (50.7 m
3 of convex 
deficiency). About 77% of the variance of the subjective impressions of mass could be 
predicted from the factor of visual area. Another 2% of the variance in apparent 
massiveness could be predicted from the amount of fenestration. The multiple correla-
tion between apparent massiveness and these two factors was R = 0.89. Convex 
deficiency (facade articulation) had a trivial effect. 
Multiple factors 
A fourth study in this series investigated two of the design attributes listed above: 
silhouette turns and pixel counts. The intent of that study was to investigate possible 
demographic differences in preference over eight houses with differing amounts of 
silhouette turns and pixel counts for ornament and trim (Stamps III, 1999b). The multiple 
correlation for the dependent variables of number of silhouette turns and pixel counts for 
ornament and trim and the dependent variable of visual preference was R = 0.90. A fifth 
study (Stamps, 1999d) investigated the joint effects on preference of amount of detailing 
(pixel count of elements in second or third septave), silhouette complexity (measured as 
number of turns), and facade articulation (convex deficiency). The multiple correlation 
between preference and these three variables was R = 0.88. Amount of detailing was by 
far the most important factor (/? weight = 0.72). Silhouette complexity had an effect 
that was about 1/3 the effect of detailing (ft weight = 0.26). Facade articulation actually 
had a slightly negative effect (/? weight = -0.11). 712  G Concilio, P Korhonen, M Soismaa 
rankings and make an effort to find from among them a compromise that would 
represent a joint position and could be implemented in the next stage. In general, it is 
possible with this 'screening' approach to reduce considerably the number of efficient 
rankings that must be considered, as can be seen later in this paper. 
Multicriteria analysis was introduced in the domain of urban planning more than 
twenty years ago (for example, Delft and Nijkamp, 1977; Nijkamp, 1975; Rietveld, 1980; 
and Voogd, 1982; 1983). It rapidly showed its potential for conservation or rehabilitation 
applications, particularly those oriented towards the evaluation of plans or projects 
(Albers and Nijkamp, 1989; Fusco Girard, 1987; Nijkamp, 1988). In these cases, the 
evaluation process which considers several criteria can be used to help the decision-
maker to choose between different alternatives in two ways. It can provide either a rank 
order of the alternative plans or projects (Albers, 1989; Bizzarro and Ferretti, 1997; 
Giordano, 1997; de Toro, 1997), or methodological assistance to help the decisionmaker 
select his or her most preferred or the best alternative. How an evaluation process is 
used and what kind of method is selected depends on the purpose. In many cases, it is 
enough to identify the best or most preferred alternative. But, when the focus is on a 
rehabilitation program, it is of the essence to determine a full ranking from which then 
to select the projects that are to be implemented within, say, a budget constraint. 
The use of multicriteria analysis has two definite advantages in the domain of 
urban planning, and specifically in the domain of urban conservation or rehabilitation. 
First, owing to the need of strong formalization, it calls for a thorough examination 
of the decision environment and, thus, enables a deep understanding of it. Second, it 
allows the inclusion of different points of view, which, in this domain, is otherwise a 
difficult task to carry out. 
We discuss here a problem of urban rehabilitation which involves five subareas, 
each of which represents a rehabilitation project. The subareas are to be ranked 
according to three criteria that are divided into seventeen subcriteria. The rank order 
then determines where to start the rehabilitation process. Agostiano (1995) analyzed 
the same problem by using five different methods. The results were not in agreement 
and it is difficult to explain these conflicting rankings on the basis of the theoretical 
foundations of the methods. 
In this paper we propose a ranking method based on the Minimum violation 
principle. The best rank order is searched for by trying to minimize the number of 
conflicting pairwise orders with those defined by the original criteria. The method 
is also generalized to cover the cardinal scale and pairwise information. The results 
of this approach are compared with those obtained by Agostiano (1995). The differ-
ences are considered in light of the minimum violation principle. 
The paper proceeds as follows. In section 2 we present the theoretical foundations 
of the minimum violation principle. In section 3 we introduce in detail the ranking 
problem of the Matera rehabilitation program, the previous approaches used by 
Agostiano (1995) are reviewed, the respective results presented, and then criticized. 
In section 4 our results for both cardinal and ordinal data are presented. We end the 
paper with concluding remarks in section 5. 
2 Theoretical foundation of the 'minimum violation' principle 
We assume that a single decisionmaker (DM) has to rank n (n > 0) explicitly 
defined deterministic decision alternatives by using p (p > 1) different criteria. The 
basic data set can be given in an nxp matrix A e JR.
nxp, whose elements 
aij9 i e I = {1, 2, ..., n} andy G / = {1, 2, ...,/?}, represent the criterion (numerical) 
values on alternatives. We use notation at or simply index / to refer to the alternative 
in row /. Correspondingly, we use notation cij or simply index j to refer to the Rank order for a rehabilitation program using multiple criteria  713 
criterion in column/ In reference to the /th criterion vector, we use a,. Furthermore, 
we denote / — [I, ..., /)'. 
It is further assumed that each criterion is to be maximized. With each criterion, 
we associate a function vy: {alf% a2f% ..., ati,} -**» R,,/ = 1, 2 />, which defines the  preference structure of a DM over the alternatives. The resulting matrix is called a value 
matrix and is denoted by V, with elements vin i € I and j € ./. We say that the value 
structure is given on a cardinal scale if the scale is at least an interval one. In addition, 
in case the value scale is cardinal, wc assume that it is a linear transformation of the 
original. The function is also assumed to be strictly increasing. 
Our problem now is to find an arrangement of the form A{ < Af < ... < Ak, 
where < is the symbol for less preferred to', and the subscripts /, j k range over 
mutually exclusive and exhaustive subsets of integers 1, 2 /*. The alternatives can be 
ranked according to each criterion, but there is no unique 'optimal* rank for the 
alternatives in the presence of multiple criteria. In fact, there is not even a unique 
principle to measure the similarity of two rankings. 
As a dissimilarity measure of two rankings, we will use a pairwisc violation 
principle: the proportional number of conflicting pairwise orders in two rankings. In 
case wc arc able to use cardinal information, we may take into account not only 
conflicting orders, but also the differences of the values of the criteria in the pairs, 
which arc in a conflicting order. This kind of measure is easy to handle, if wc present 
the original data by means of a pairwisc comparison matrix. 
Definition I The nxn matrix C(cij) is an unweighted pairwise comparison matrix 
describing the rank order of observations according to variable Oy, if 
( 1. i^aht>ahJ% 
Chk(aj) = < 0, if ahJ = akj , V/i,/c = 1, 2, ..., n . (1) 
[-1, if ahJ < akj , 
Definition 2 The n x n matrix C(a/) is a weighted pairwise comparison matrix describing 
the rank order of observations according to variable aj9 if 
Chk(aj) = ahJ - akj , V/i,/c = 1, 2, ..., n . (2) 
For brevity, we replace notation C(aj) by C
J and Chk(aj) by c







 Cn\ » '••'
 Cnn\ • 
Note that l
Tfj = E CjL = 0, Vy = 1, 2, ..., p. 
Now we will define the following similarity measure for two rankings 
Ji
Tfi 
Originally Daniels (1943-46) showed that ztj is Kendall's rank correlation coeffi-
cient, when the definition of/ and fj is based on unweighted pairwise matrices C
1 and 
C
J. Furthermore, Korhonen (1986) showed that ztj is an ordinary Pearson product-
moment correlation coefficient between criteria at and aj, when the definition of both 
f and f is based on weighted pairwise matrices. Thus it is natural to generalize 
this definition to the case where one of the criteria i or j is based on an unweighted 
pairwise matrix and the other one on a weighted matrix. Hence we have a measure for 
conflicting rankings. The measure is based on the (weighted or unweighted) proportion 
of pairwise orders in conflict. It is scaled for the interval [—1, 1]. If itj = 1, the rank 
(3) 
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orders are exactly the same; and if Ttj = — 1, they are totally opposite. From here 
onwards this measure is simply called a correlation coefficient without any additional 
specifications. Also Paelinck uses Kendall's T in his QUALIFLEX method [for exam-
ple, see Paelinck (1978) or Paelinck et al (1983)]/
x> 
Let us now consider our estimation problem. In other words, we have to find the 
'best' pairwise comparison matrix C(y), which defines a complete rank order for the 
alternatives. Because no ties are allowed, chk(y) ^ 0, if h ^ k. Equation (1) is not, 
however, a sufficient condition to define a transitive ordering for alternatives. Bowman 
and Colantoni (1972) proved that the ordering is transitive if it is transitive for every 
triple of alternatives. Therefore we can guarantee the existence of a transitive ordering 
for all alternatives by making every triple transitive. This condition can be set as 
follows (see Bowman and Colantoni, 1972): 
Chi(y) + Cij(y) + cjh(y) ^U VA, tj = 1,2,...,«. (5) 
Now we can summarize the sufficient conditions, which guarantee that the matrix 
C(y) defines a complete ordering for alternatives Ai9 i= 1, 2, ..., n. For convenience, 





Let us now define the vector standing for the unknown ranking: 
u = [un, w12, ..., uln9 ..., unl, ..., unn}
T . (7) 
Because u
Tu = n(n — 1), then the correlation coefficient between the unknown ranking u 










maximum Pj = _
 J = A £ uhmc
Jhm , j = 1, 2, ..., p, (8) 
^ ' \Jj Jj) h,m = \ 






Uij = -1, 1, 
"&• +
 uji = 0 > 
uv + ujh + uhi < 1, 
uu = 0, 
i^j, 
V/,y= 1, 2, ..., n , 
V/,y, h= 1, 2, ..., n , 
V/= 1,2, ...,«, 
< n(n  i)  5> 
h,m = l 
Problem (8) is a typical multicriteria problem having no unique solution. Let V be 
the set of feasible solution vectors. A 'reasonable' solution is called nondominated and 
is defined as follows. 
Definition 3 A rank order u*, u* G V, is nondominated iff fiu, u e V, such that p* ^ p 
and p* / p, where p* is the standing for the correlation coefficients corresponding to w*, 
and p is the standing for the correlation coefficients corresponding to u. 
Definition 4 An alternative w*, u e V, is weakly nondominated iff flu, u e V, such 
that p* < p, where p* is the standing for the correlation coefficients corresponding 
to u\ and p is the standing for the correlation coefficients corresponding to u. 
(1
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If a rank order is not nondominatcd it is dominated. 
Obviously, there are many nondominatcd rankings for each problem. Because no 
single ranking exists with the maximum values on all criteria* the rational DM will 
choose one nondominatcd ranking, Which alternative is chosen depends on the DM's 
preference structure. To be able to make a decision, he or she needs a tool to help him 
or her to find the 'best' ranking. In multieriteria decisionmaking (MCDM), the most 
prq/erredm usually used as the synonym for the best. Generally it is not an easy task to 
develop a method that helps a DM to find the most preferred ranking by means of 
model (8). With reference to one approach, see Korhonen and Soismaa (1981); for 
others, see Olson (1996). Although Paelinck's QUALIFLEX method [for example, 
see Paelinck (1978) or Paelinck et al (1983)] bears a resemblance to our approach, we 
do not specify any weights on the criteria beforehand but let the DM determine the 
weights and change them during the interactive process. 
In our approach we first enumerate all possible rankings. For each ranking, a simi-
larity measure for each criterion is then calculated [see equation (4)]. Thus each ranking 
is an alternative in a discrete multicritcria problem where the similarity measures 
represent criterion values. This problem can then be solved by using any discrete multi-
criteria method. Being biased, we use our own system called VIMDA (a visual 
multicritcria decision support system for discrete alternatives with numerical data). 
VIMDA is an interactive approach which makes it possible for the DM to make a 
free search among the set of nondominatcd alternatives (rankings) until he or she is 
convinced that no better alternative than the current choice can be found. We do not 
need to assume anything about the DM's choice behavior. The DM will control the 
search by varying aspiration levels for criterion values. The point characterized by 
aspiration levels is also called a reference point by Wierzbicki (1980). At each iteration, 
he or she will choose the most preferred alternative from among the set of alternatives 
available and specify the new aspiration levels describing his or her desire to change 
the current criterion values. The reference direction is specified as a vector starting 
from the current alternative and passing through the reference point. The reference 
direction expresses the DM's desire to move from the current alternative but it does 
not provide realistic suggestions to move. 
To find concrete alternatives somehow related to the reference direction, that direc-
tion has to be projected onto the set of nondominated alternatives. The projection can 
be done by using an 'achievement-scalarizing function' developed by Wierzbicki (1980). 
Originally, Wierzbicki developed this function to project any single (reference) point 
onto the nondominated frontier in multiobjective linear programming. Korhonen and 
Laakso (1986) extended the original idea by parametrizing the achievement-scalarizing 
function. The extension made it possible to project any direction instead of a single 
point onto the nondominated frontier. When the method is applied to a discrete multi-
criteria problem, a new (ordered) finite subset is produced for the DM's evaluation. 
A visual representation (see Korhonen, 1988) can then be used to present the subset in 
an illustrative form for the DM's evaluation. 
3 Description of the Matera rehabilitation program 
The problem area under investigation is the 'Sassi' neighborhood in Matera, a town in 
southern Italy, situated on the right-hand side of a deep gorge (Agostiano, 1995). The 
first settlements date back to the Paleolithic age. It is also possible to find evidence 
from the Hellenic and Roman ages. The first settlements were basically in caves and 
only later in the 7th and 8th centuries were human-made dwellings added to the 
natural caves giving the Sassi a rare mixture of natural and built living environment. 
This old part of the town is characterized by different small courts with their own small 716  G Concilio, P Korhonen, M Soismaa 
squares, steps, buildings, and caves, which are organized on different levels because of 
the morphology of the place. 
The actual condition of the Sassi is the object of several scientific investigations 
and of many special regional and national laws. Several plans have been developed for 
the area but only recently has the local government started to use them. The first 
executive plan refers to half of the total Sassi area. It divides the area into eighteen 
subareas, which are differentiated by dimensions, future activities, and intervention 
stakeholders. Each subarea requires a unique executive design and has been divided 
into mini mal units of intervention, that is those parts of the subarea that require 
simultaneous intervention. 
This study deals with the five most promising subareas (numbers 7, 8, 9, 10, and 12) 
of the eighteen in the first executive plan. The objective is to find a rank order for the 
five subareas, which at the same time determines where to start the rehabilitation. 
3.1 The evaluation matrix 
Each subarea is evaluated with three main criteria. They deal with economic and 
technical feasibility, historical and environmental aspects, and social objectives. Each 
criterion is divided into subcriteria that can be described in numbers. Economic and 
technical feasibility (criterion A) is divided into seven subcriteria. Historical and envir-
onmental aspects (criterion B) comprise six subcriteria. Social objectives (criterion C) 
contain four subcriteria. Thus the data consist of seventeen subcriteria in all. Table 1 
describes the evaluation matrix. For each criteria we have in table 1 in parentheses the 
respective ranking of the subarea, with 5 denoting the best value and 1 the worst, 
which represents the ordinal evaluation matrix. 
As can be seen from table 1, criteria 4A, 10B, and 11B are given on ordinal scales 
whereas the rest are given on cardinal ones. For brevity, from here onwards we will call 
a criterion on an ordinal (cardinal) scale an ordinal (cardinal) criterion. 
3.2 Review of previous approaches 
Agostiano (1995) applied five different multicriteria methods in order to find the rank 
order for the five subareas on the basis of the seventeen subcriteria. The following 
methods were used: (1) forecasted value; (2) concordance analysis; (3) numerical inter-
pretation; (4) regime analysis according to Hinloopen and Nijkamp; and (5) score 
method according to Israels and Keller (for details of the methods see Nijkamp et al, 
1990; and Voogd, 1983). Although some of these methods allow the use of cardinal 
information, Agostiano (1995) used only ordinal data by transforming the original 
evaluation matrix into the respective ranking matrix. 
The method of forecasted value uses either ordinal or cardinal information. In the 
latter case it is known as weighted sum. Starting from the evaluation matrix, Agostiano 
(1995) first transforms all criterion values into ordinal numbers. The 'forecasted value' 
of each alternative is computed by multiplying the value of each subcriterion by its 
respective weight and then adding the products. The alternatives are ranked according 
to the scores and the one with the highest score is considered the best. 
Concordance analysis (see Roy, 1968; 1972) can make use of either ordinal or 
cardinal information. Here ordinal data were used. The method, however, requires 
cardinal information on weights. For each pair of alternatives, the concordance set is 
first determined. This is the set of all criteria corresponding to which the first alter-
native is at least preferable to the second one. The concordance index is then computed 
to indicate the weight of the concordance set. It is the sum of the standardized weights 
of the criteria belonging to the respective concordance set. Next, the sum of the 
concordance indices is computed for each alternative. The one with the highest score 
is considered to be the best. Rank order for a rehabilitation program using multiple criteria 717 
'HUiIe 1, The evaluation matrix. 
Criteria 
1A. Total cost (million Lire) 
2A. Real rehabilitation cost 
(Lire per m
2)" 
3A. Services rehabilitation cost 
(Lire per m
2) 
4A. Stage of the project 
procedure 
5A» Weighted index of the 
percentage of not 
rehabilitated minimal 
intervention units of 
public, private, or 
mixed property 
6A. Weighted index of not 
rehabilitated use units 
of public, private. 
or mixed property 
7A. Rehabilitated units (%) 
8B. Architectonic value (%) 
9B. Rural churches 
10B. Oldest units (%) 
11B. Prevailing units (%) 
12B. Environmental value 
13B. Conservation index 
14C. Residential density 
15C. Units for residence (%) 
16C. Units for services (%) 




























































































Note: The numbers in parentheses arc the rankings of the respective subarea, with 5 denoting the 
best value and 1 the worst. 
1
1 Agostiano (1995) gave subareas 9 and 10 the same ranking on this subcriterion. 
The method of numerical interpretation uses qualitative information. Each pair of 
alternatives is compared with each pair of criteria. For each pair of alternatives a 
square matrix (where the number of criteria determines the dimension) is computed. 
The cells in the matrix (+1, 0, or -1) are determined based on the rank orders of the 
pairs of criteria and the respective weights. The information in these matrices is then 
aggregated by summing the upper triangular parts of each matrix into a cell in a new 
matrix where the number of alternatives determines the dimension. Finally, a score 
is computed for each alternative by calculating row sums of the square matrix. The 
alternative with the highest score is regarded as the most favorable one. 
To some extent regime analysis according to Hinloopen and Nijkamp (Hinloopen et al, 
1983) can be interpreted as an ordinal generalization of pairwise comparison methods 
such as concordance analysis (Nijkamp et al, 1990). The ordinal evaluation matrix and 
the possibility of using ordinal weights constitute the difference between these two 
approaches. The focus of regime analysis according to Hinloopen and Nijkamp is on 
the sign of the rank orders between two alternatives. A regime matrix that contains 
regime vectors for each pair of alternatives is first computed. The elements of the 718  G Concilio, P Korhonen, M Soismaa 
vectors are (+1, — 1, or 0) depending on whether the sign of differences between the 
rank orders of the criteria are positive, negative, or zero. For each pair of alternatives 
we then calculate a weighted sum over the criteria and obtain an index (a sum), the sign 
of which determines whether one alternative is preferred to another. Because of ordinal 
weight information the sign of the index is not always unambiguous. To circumvent this 
difficulty, a uniform probability distribution is assumed and the set of feasible weights 
is partitioned so that for each subset of weights a definite conclusion can be drawn 
about the sign of the index. The final ranking is determined by computing for each 
alternative a success index by adding the probabilities of this alternative being pre-
ferred to the others and dividing the sum by the number of alternatives minus one. The 
alternative corresponding to the highest success index is considered to be the best. 
The score method according to Israels and Keller (1986) is related to regime analysis. 
In this method all the quantitative weight alternatives generated by the qualitative 
weight vector are taken into account. These weight vectors are applied consecutively 
to the scores of the evaluation matrix, in this case those of the ranking matrix. For 
each alternative the result is a score, a weighted sum valid for a certain set of weights. 
The higher the score compared with the other alternatives, the more attractive that 
alternative is. The scores are then used to rank the alternatives. The one with the 
highest score is regarded as the most preferred. 
It should be pointed out that Agostiano (1995) used the methods in two phases. 
The subareas were first ranked within each of the three criteria, that is, by using the 
respective subcriteria. These three rank orders were then used as data in the second 
phase. 
3.3 Results from the Agostiano study 
Using the five methods discussed above, Agostiano (1995) carried out the analysis by 
employing four different scenarios where the importance of the main criteria varies. 
In scenario 1 all criteria are considered to be of equal importance. Criterion A is 
regarded as 'twice' as important as the other two in scenario 2. In scenario 3 criterion B 
is considered clearly more important than the other two; it is deemed twice as 
important as the others. In scenario 4 the emphasis is on criterion C which is regarded 
as twice as important as criteria A and B. Table 2 summarizes the scenarios. 
In table 2 the term in parentheses is the weight per subcriterion of that particular 









A 0.33 (0.0471) 
B 0.33 (0.055) 
C 0.33 (0.0825) 
Ordinal weights 
A 
















wA = u>B < wc 
Note: The terms in parentheses are the weights per subcriterion of a particular criterion. 
a In scenario 1 Agostiano (1995) reported equal weights for the seventeen subcriteria (that is, 
0.058) but obviously used the correct weights shown in the table. 
(2
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It is clear from figure !(») that the five methods all result in different rank orders 
for the subareas when ail criteria have equal weights (scenario 1). Hxcept for sub-
area 10, all other subareas are ranked first with at least one method. Subarea 9 is 
ranked first with two methods. Subarea 10 is ranked last with all methods. With 
the score method according to Israels and Keller it shares last place with subarea 12, 
• subarca 7 p subarca X O .subarca 9 D subarca 10 Q .suburca 12 
Figure 1. Results from the five methods with (a) weight scenario 1, (b) weight scenario 2, 
(c) weight scenario 3, and (d) weight scenario 4. 720  G Concilio, P Korhonen, M Soismaa 
It is interesting to note that the method of forecasted value ranks subarea 12 first, 
whereas the score method according to Israels and Keller ranks it last. Regime analysis 
according to Hinloopen and Nijkamp results in three ties for the second place, which 
means that, in this case, it can only distinguish the best and the worst subareas. 
When more weight is put on criterion A (scenario 2), the methods of numerical 
interpretation and regime analysis according to Hinloopen and Nijkamp produce the 
same ranking for the subareas. This can be seen in figure 1(b). Moreover, the rank 
order with the method of numerical interpretation is the same as in scenario 1. This 
is also true for the score method according to Israels and Keller. Compared with 
scenario 1, in this case the method of forecasted value and concordance analysis switch 
the subareas in the first and second places, subareas 9 and 12, and 8 and 9, respectively. 
Subarea 9 is ranked first with four methods, and subarea 7 with one method. In 
the latter case, subarea 9 is ranked second. As in scenario 1, subarea 10 is ranked last 
with all methods, sharing this place with subarea 12 when the score method according 
to Israels and Keller is used. 
In scenario 3, with emphasis on criterion B [figure 1(c)], the five methods result 
again in different rankings. However, regime analysis according to Hinloopen and 
Nijkamp generates the same rank order as in scenario 2. This is also the same ranking 
as with the method of numerical interpretation in scenarios 1 and 2. 
Subarea 8 is ranked first three times, and subareas 7 and 9 once each. It is worth 
noting that regime analysis according to Hinloopen and Nijkamp ranks subarea 9 first, 
whereas the methods of numerical interpretation and concordance analysis rank it last. 
With more weight on criterion C, the results seem more consistent than with 
emphasis on other criteria, as figure 1(d) shows. The same rank order is produced by 
the methods of forecasted value, numerical interpretation, and concordance analysis. 
Regime analysis according to Hinloopen and Nijkamp ranks the subareas in the same 
order as in scenario 1 but this ranking has three ties for the second place. 
In figure 1(d) subarea 9 is ranked first in four cases, and second once. Subarea 7 
is ranked first once. Subarea 10 is always last, sharing this place with subareas 8 and 12 
when the score method according to Israels and Keller is used. 
To summarize the results, it is clear from figures 1(a)-1(d) that the methods used 
do not usually produce the same rankings. In other words, it does make a big differ-
ence (a) which method one selects, and (b) what magnitude of weights one uses. But 
there are numerous arguments in MCDM against the use of importance weights as 
a means to elicit and represent the DM's preference information (Korhonen and 
Wallenius, 1988; Steuer, 1986, pages 193-200; Wierzbicki, 1986). This is established 
above as well where it is shown that it is possible to produce the same ranking although 
the weights differ. It is also not straightforward to argue that the greater the impor-
tance of a criterion, the larger the respective weight. Nakayama (1995) showed that 
there is no positive correlation between the weight and the value of the objective at the 
resulting solution. Therefore we propose in section 4 the use of an interactive method 
where one does not have to specify weights in advance. 
3.4 Critique of Agostiano's results 
Information in the evaluation matrix of table 1 can be used to calculate a pairwise 
comparison matrix for each criterion. Because Agostiano (1995) used only ordinal 
data, we first calculate for all criteria unweighted pairwise comparison matrices. 
Assuming that all subcriteria are considered equally important within the respective 
criterion, we add the pairwise comparison matrices within each criterion. The results 
are given in table 3. Each element indicates how many times the alternative in row / is 
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Table 3. The unweighted pairwi.se comparison matrices. 
Subarea Criterion A 
(seven subcriteria) 
7 8 9 10 12 
Criterion B 
(six subcriteria) 
7 8 9 10  12 
Criterion C 
(four subcriteria) 
7 8 9 10 12 
7 4 3 4 3 3 3 2 3 2 14 1 
8 3 3 4 3 3 5 3 4 2 12 2 
9 4 3 3 3 2 1 2 2 3 3 3 2 
10 3 3 2 4 4 3 4 3 0 2 1 1 
12 4 3 3 3 12 3 2 3 2 2 3 
It is well known that it is difficult to compare different ranking methods because 
there arc no generally accepted principles for finding a good composite ranking. 
However, methods and the rankings they produce have traditionally been compared 
by using, for example, Monte Carlo simulation. There are nevertheless some simple 
principles that should be followed. One typical 'reasonable' principle deals with the 
case where two consecutive places in a ranking are examined. When a method puts an 
item that, based on the criteria, is clearly ranked below another item ahead of it in the 
final ranking, it violates a 'commonsense* principle. From table 3 it is easy to deduce 
the following simple commonsense ranking rules: 
(1) subarea 7 should always be ranked before subarca 8 if they are on two consecutive 
places; 
(2) subarea 8 should always be ranked before subarea 10 if they arc on two consecutive 
places; 
(3) subarea 8 should always be ranked before subarea 12 if they are on two consecutive 
places; and 
(4) subarea 12 should always be ranked before subarea 9 if they are on two consecutive 
places. 
In other words, the first mentioned subarea dominates the latter one irrespective of 
the possible weights for the criteria. In each case, the result is based on the fact that on 
two criteria the subareas are tied but on the third one the first mentioned is ranked 
before the latter one. 
At least one of the commonsense rules is violated for every method in the results 
for scenarios 3 and 4 in section 3.3. For scenario 1 only the score method according to 
Israels and Keller does not break any of the four commonsense rules. For scenario 2, 
concordance analysis and the score method according to Israels and Keller obey the 
four rules above; the other three methods breach at least one of them. 
In scenario 1, with equal weights for the criteria, the score method according to 
Israels and Keller places subarea 7 ahead of subarea 9. But if we look at the pairwise 
comparison matrices in table 3, subarea 9 should be ranked before subarea 7 because: 
(1) on criterion A subarea 9 wins over subarea 7 by 4-3 from 7 possibilities; (2) on 
criterion B subarea 7 wins over subarea 9 by 3-2 from 6 possibilities; and (3) on cri-
terion C subarea 9 wins over subarea 7 by 3 -1 from 4 possibilities. 
On the other hand, in scenario 2 more weight is put on criterion A. In this case, 
concordance analysis ranks subarea 9 before subarea 8. But these two subareas have 
the same number of pairwise winnings on criterion A. Because equal weight is to be 
put on criteria B and C, subarea 8 should be ranked ahead of subarea 9 because on 
criterion B subarea 8 beats subarea 9 by 5 -1 out of 6 possibilities, and on criterion C 
there is only a 3 -1 win for subarea 8 out of 4 possibilities. Furthermore, the score 
method according to Israels and Keller ranks these two subareas incorrectly. 722  G Concilio, P Korhonen, M Soismaa 
To summarize the result above, all five methods violate at least one of the pairwise 
ranking orders provided by the original evaluation matrix. This is true for all four 
scenarios. 
4 Rank order using the minimum violation principle 
We first calculate the pairwise comparison matrix for each criterion. We use equation (1) 
for the subcriteria presenting value structure on an ordinal scale (subcriteria 4A, 10B, 
and 11B), and for the rest of the subcriteria we employ equation (2). Equation (1) 
defines a so-called unweighted pairwise matrix, and equation (2) a weighted pairwise 
matrix. In the latter case, we assume that the value function is a linear monotonic 
function of the numerical values of the criterion. It is decreasing for the cost-related 
subcriteria 1A-3A, and increasing for the rest of the subcriteria. All pairwise compar-
ison matrices C
J,j = 1, 2, ..., 17, are transformed into vector form as explained in 
equation (3). Each vector consists of 25 (5 x 5) elements. We are looking for vector u 
[equation (7)] standing for a rank order which simultaneously maximizes the correla-
tion coefficient with each given vector j£, j = 1, 2, ..., 17. Unfortunately, none of the 
120 possible rankings fulfills this requirement. On the other hand, all possible rank 
orders are nondominated (see definition 3). This is why any of those rank orders is a 
rational choice. But how do we find the best ranking? 
There are a number of apparent advantages of employing an interactive multi-
criteria approach to help a DM to find his or her most preferred ranking from among 
the 120 possible nondominated ones. First, it is possible to explore the efficient frontier 
without determining the weights beforehand. (In fact, it is not possible to generate all 
nondominated solutions by using the weighted sums.) Second, by moving around the 
efficient frontier the DM is able to examine the mutual dependences of the criteria. 
Third, the number of active criteria (that is, taken into account at the moment) can 
vary during the process, as can the combination of active criteria. Fourth, the DM is 
free to apply any principle (such as the lexicographic one) he or she chooses in order to 
select the most preferred solution from among the proposed efficient ones. To summar-
ize, the DM is in control of the process throughout the session. It is usually claimed 
that if the number of criteria is clearly fewer than ten, then the DM is able to evaluate 
the alternatives with all criteria simultaneously. However, seventeen criteria are too 
many for this kind of approach. Therefore, he or she has to solve the problem in a 
stepwise manner. There are (at least) two reasonable approaches. 
(1) Alternatives are first evaluated and ranked within each main criterion separately. 
Those three rank orders are then used as new criteria for finding the final rank order. 
(2) The information is first aggregated within each main criterion and the aggregated 
information is then used to find the final rank order. 
In each approach, we unfortunately lose information. In case (1), each new rank 
order does not include any more information about individual rankings. In case (2), 
the aggregation process destroys some information. If weighted sums are used in 
aggregation, some potential rank orders will be eliminated from further consideration. 
We will consider these principles in the following section. 
4.1 Cardinal information 
When we use all seventeen subcriteria VIMDA reveals that there are no dominated 
rankings. In other words, unless there is some preference information available, 
all rankings are both possible and rational choices. In this application, the DM is 
assumed to articulate his or her preference information over the main criteria. There-
fore we have to use some principle to aggregate the lower-level information. Let us first 
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When we consider subcritcria below criterion A, all the 120 permutations of the 
rankings are nondominatcd. Hence there is no rational principle to eliminate any of 
those possible rank orders. The I)M\s preference structure determines which one is 
chosen. Because this information is not available, for demonstrative purposes we 
assume that he or she would like to find a rank order which maximizes the minimum 
correlation coefficient [see problem (8)] between a rank order and the subcriteria. The 
same principle is applied to criteria B and (\ In these two cases, some alternatives can 
be eliminated because, with criterion B, 102 alternatives are nondominated, and, with 
criterion C\ only 31 alternatives are nondominated. The results are shown in panel (a) 
in table 4. 
Table 4. Rank orders of the subareas based on (a) the maximum of minimum correlation 
between subcriteria and the rank order chosen, and (b) 'average nonviolation' for each criterion 
separately. Note that in this table and in table 5 a higher value is always better. 
Rank orders (a) The maximum of (h) Average nonviolation 
of the subareas minimum correlation 
based on " ~" ~ ' " 
subarea subarea 
7 8 9 10 12 7 8 9 10 12 
Criterion A 2 4 5 3 1 5 12 3 4 
Criterion B 4 2 5 3 1 3 5 14 2 
Criterion C 14 3 5 2 3 2 5 14 
Assuming that 'maximizing the minimum correlation principle
1 corresponds to the 
DM\s preferences we arc able to reduce the seventeen rank orders into three different 
orders and continue the analysis with these three new rankings from panel (a) in 
table 4. Because the DM's preference information is not available, \vc will not com-
plete this analysis. 
Another approach to reduce the number of criteria is first to aggregate all rank 
orders at the lower level to the level of the three main criteria by using some prcspecificd 
principle. This can be done as follows. Within each criterion we calculate the average of 
the correlation coefficients; in other words, we assume that the subcriteria arc con-
sidered 'equally important' within each criterion. This means that our aggregated 
criterion is based on 'average nonviolation'. This principle is used for comparative 
purposes because it corresponds to the idea used by Agostiano (1995) in his analyses. 
Panel (b) in table 4 shows the rank orders of the subareas when we maximize the 
average of the correlation coefficients separately for each criterion. In this case, the 
problem is reduced into a new three-criteria one where each criterion is based on 
average nonviolation. Using VIMDA software, we can ascertain that there are 53 
dominated alternatives and 67 nondominated ones. To choose the 'most preferred 
solution' for each scenario, we use the weights for the aggregated criteria (in table 2) 
as proposed by Agostiano (1995) and add the results over the criteria. We then select 
for each scenario the ranking that has the highest weighted sum. The results are shown 
in panel (a) in table 5 (see over). 
It is interesting to note that in panel (a) in table 5 scenarios 1 and 2 result in the 
same rank order. In other words, putting equal weight on the criteria produces the same 
ranking as putting more weight on criterion A than on the other two. 
We would like to emphasize that we have aggregated the rankings over the three 
main criteria only for demonstration purposes. Our proposal is to use an interactive 724  G Concilio, P Korhonen, M Soismaa 
Table 5. Rank orders of the subareas based on (a) cardinal information (weighted 'average 
minimum violation' for the three criteria), and (b) ordinal information (weighted 'average non-
violation' for the three criteria). 
Rank orders (a) Cardinal information (b) Ordinal information 
of the subareas 
based on subarea subarea 
7 8 9 10 12 7 8 9 10 12 
Scenario 1 42315 25314 
Scenario 2 42315 25314 
Scenario 3 54213 25314 
Scenario 4 32514 24513 
approach and enable the DM to make a free search in the nondominated set. In this 
way, the DM is free to chose any nondominated alternative as his or her most 
preferred solution. 
4.2 Ordinal information 
In order to be able to compare the results from our minimum violation principle to 
those of Agostiano (1995) we can use only ordinal information. Following the proce-
dure described at the beginning of this chapter we first calculate unweighted pairwise 
comparison matrices for all subcriteria, cardinal or ordinal. Then we aggregate over 
the subcriteria by computing for each criterion an 'average nonviolation' and use the 
aggregated values in the final analysis. 
We first use VIMDA to determine the number of nondominated rankings. We find 
95 dominated rankings, which, however, leaves 25 nondominated ones. Panel (b) in 
table 5 shows for each scenario in table 2 the rank orders of the subareas based on 
ordinal data and the average minimum violation principle. 
It is interesting to note that the first three scenarios in panel (b) in table 5 produce 
the same rank order, although they emphasize different criteria. None of the rankings in 
panel (b) in table 5 equals the ones that Agostiano (1995) produced with the five 
methods shown in figures 1(a)-1(d), However, scenario 4 results in the same rank 
order as concordance analysis with scenario 2 [see figure 1(b)]. Using the same reason-
ing as described in section 3.4, it can be shown that neither the rank order in scenario 4 
nor any of the other rankings in panel (b) in table 5 violates any of the four common-
sense ranking rules based on pairwise comparison matrices in table 3 and introduced in 
section 3.4; the results in table 5 are consistent with those of pairwise comparison. 
5 Concluding remarks 
In this paper, we have studied a problem of urban rehabilitation which involves five 
subareas. Each of these represents a possible rehabilitation project. The subareas are 
characterized with seventeen subcriteria, which are grouped into three main criteria. 
On each criterion the subareas are presented either on an ordinal or on a cardinal 
scale. The purpose is to find a rank order to these subareas, which simultaneously 
determines where to start the rehabilitation process. 
The problem was considered previously by Agostiano (1995), who used five differ-
ent methods. Agostiano reported an expected result: different methods result in different 
rank orders. However, he did not propose any guidelines for how a DM might choose 
the best method. We have proposed the use of the minimum violation principle for the 
comparison of different methods, and a ranking method that is based on this principle. 
The purpose is to solve a multiobjective integer linear programming model. Each 
objective function describes the (standardized) number of pairwise violated rank orders Rank order for a rehabilitation program using multiple criteria  725 
between each original rank order and the rank order to be searched. The method is 
interactive and it allows the DM to search possible (nondominatcd) solutions freely 
and to choose any of these as his or her most preferred one. This approach is able to 
deal with both ordinal and cardinal information. 
We have demonstrated that our approach gives results that are consistent with 
some eommonsense rules. None of the five methods included in Agostiano's (1995) 
experiment fulfilled all these eommonsense rules. As to the actual decisionmaking 
process, we propose that our method is used to generate a number of interesting, 
nondominatcd ranking alternatives. These ranks are then analyzed and discussed by 
a group of DIVls. This interaction results in the selection of one rank that is to be 
implemented. 
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